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Kate Cowen’s art-filled apartment is both a nourishing refuge and a sociable 
space that can swing into entertaining mode at a second’s notice.  

STO RY  Elizabeth Wilson | ST Y L I N G  Kate Cowen | P H OTO G R A P H Y  Shannon McGrath

 GRACIOUS MANOR

Cloaked in Boston ivy, the stately 
arched entrance to this Italianate 
1860s mansion – home to four 
apartments – alludes to the 
wonders within, including a 
reimagining by Bower Architecture 
and Interiors. Door painted Dulux 
Black Caviar in gloss.



The floors in the house are existing baltic pine boards that were sanded and 
lightly whitewashed. Artwork behind pendant light by Graeme Rowe. OPPOSITE 
TOP Artwork behind dining table by Alanna Josie and large artwork in living area 

by Graeme Rowe. Provincial stool, Kazari+Ziguzagu. OPPOSITE BOTTOM The 
kitchen cabinets were repainted Haymes Paint Organic 5 and Kethy bronze pulls 

added. Oven, Bunnings. 
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A 
s soon as Kate Cowen walks into her 
Melbourne apartment, she enters  
a world of luminous colour, art-laden 
walls, richly patterned textiles and 
bouncing natural light. A self-described 
bowerbird and “collector of eclectic 

stuff”, she loves to fill her home with people, lively 
conversation, quirky designer pieces and secondhand 
treasures. And all of these elements have been honoured 
in a recent renovation by Bower Architecture & Interiors.

Kate bought the apartment in early 2020, after 
discovering it in the most unlikely of circumstances – while 
attending a wake. “I didn’t expect to be checking out 
property at a wake,” she says. “I was just struck by its 
grandeur and beauty, and said if it became available I’d 
love to know. The owners, a lovely couple in their 70s, 
approached me later to say they were reluctantly selling 
as they could no longer manage the stairs. They wanted 
to sell to someone who’d love it as much as they had.”  >

The streamlined kitchen has a 
benchtop of honed Carrara marble. 

Frederic De Luca ceramic vase, 
vintage find. Blue Crane sculpture by 

Damian Vick, Eco Outdoor. Tiwi 
Island ironbark figure, Leonard Joel. 

My Country painting by Kudditji 
Kngwarreye, Charleston’s. Vintage 

Clement Meadmore stool. OPPOSITE 
The deep covered verandah is a 

favourite sitting area for homeowner 
Kate. Black and white chairs, Fenton 
& Fenton. Nigerian red/white/black 
beaded chair, Missy Baillieu. Urban 

Roo sculpture by Robert Delves,  
Cook Street Collective. 
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“I just don’t like bland,” says Kate of her vibrant furnishings. The chartreuse armchairs were bought at auction for 
$50 each – originally upholstered in red and black vinyl – and reupholstered. The sofa from Momu was previously 
beige and reupholstered in emerald velvet from Warwick Fabrics. Dining table, Mark Tuckey. Fabio Novembre ‘Butt’ 
chairs, Jackman Gallery. The Society Inc ‘Dampier Lantern’ pendant light, The Hub General Store. Peter McConchie 
black and white photograph, Leonard Joel. Yam Dreaming painting (above fireplace) by Greeny Purvis Petyarre, 
Leonard Joel. My Country artwork in kitchen by Kudditji Kngwarreye, Charleston’s. Bar stools, Thonet. African senufo 
stool/side table, Missy Baillieu. French Collection engineered-oak floorboards with chocolate stain, Woodcut.

For Kate, who wanted to downsize from a large family 
home, this was the ‘something special’ she’d been seeking.
The apartment is one of four, located in an ivy-covered, 
Italianate mansion built in 1861. “It wasn’t originally 
built to be apartments, so all the residences are very 
idiosyncratic,” says Kate. “But they also have such grace, 
with four-metre-high ceilings, hallway arches, towering 
windows and an incredible outlook onto parkland.”

The two-level apartment’s floor plan had living spaces, 
a kitchen and a bathroom upstairs and one vast bedroom 
downstairs, with a powder room under the staircase. 
Kate wanted to keep the character of the original building, 
while converting it into a more liveable configuration, 
including the addition of two more bedrooms in order 
to accommodate regular visits from her daughters, Ella, 
19, and Nina, 16. She also wanted two bathrooms 
downstairs and to revamp the kitchen. 

She realised it would require a special type of magic 
to delicately curate these changes, and knew the people 
for the job – the team at Bower Architecture & Interiors, 
whom she’d worked with on her previous home.

“When we arrived at the site, the home definitely needed 
some love,” says Anna Dutton Lourié, co-director of Bower 
Architecture. “The kitchen and bathroom were old and 
all the interiors, while they had original features, were 
not being used to their greatest potential. Kate wanted 
to make something special. The key word she used was 
‘respectful’. The design needed to be elegant, restrained 
and honour the gravitas of the original building.”

Anna and her former co-director Jade Vidal set to work 
on the redesign, with construction completed in 2021. 
The transformation is a triumph. Upstairs, there is now 
a series of connected, cohesive living areas, including a 
large kitchen with a sociable six-metre-long bench.  
“I love to fill my house with people, so I needed a functional 
kitchen, but I didn’t want it to scream with overhead 
cupboards,” says Kate. “I wanted it to recede and be the 
backdrop for art and food.” In response, the Bower team 
designed streamlined, handleless joinery with loads of 
deep drawers. The long, low bench is topped with marble, 
its fascia clad in the same timber as the floorboards. “It 
feels like a piece of furniture,” says Anna. “It’s subtle and 
restrained, so Kate’s collections can take centre stage.”   >
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“Pared-back beauty” is how architect Anna Dutton Lourié describes the 
kitchen. The six-metre-long bench is designed as a piece of furniture, with 
floorboard timbers wrapping up the front fascia combined with a benchtop 
and spashback in honed Carrara marble. Archier ‘Highline’ pendant light, 
Est Lighting. Framed artwork is an unfinished sketch of Kate’s father.  
Tiwi Island figures, Leonard Joel. Large African beaded bird. Stools, 
Thonet. Rug, Loom Rugs. OPPOSITE Sofa from Momu, upholstered in 
emerald velvet by Warwick Fabrics. African senufo stool/side table, Missy 
Baillieu. Cushions made by Kate. Drone photograph of Cape Leveque,  
Les Williamson. Floor lamp, Ikea. Dysfunctional camouflage sculpture  
by Troy Emery, Gould Galleries. Ultukunpa (honey grevillea flower) painting 
(on side wall) by Ruby Tjangawa Williamson, Leonard Joel.  >

“THE ARCHITECTURE AND INTERIORS PROVIDE  
A CANVAS FOR KATE’S ARTWORKS AND SCULPTURES, 

AND REFLECT HER PERSONALITY.” Anna Dutton Lourié, architect 
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Art permeates every space in Kate’s apartment and  
Indigenous works are among her most prized. The large work  

on the left is Ultukunpa (honey grevillea flower) by Ruby Tjangawa  
Williamson, Leonard Joel. The black and white painting at the end of the  

hallway is by Mitjili Napurrula. Oven and cooktop, both Smeg. Kitchen sink, 
Franke. Tap, Ikea. OPPOSITE The hallway pulses with colour. Red lacquered 

Chinese console, Oriental Antique Gallery. Blossoming artwork (above console) 
by Andrew Wellman. Assorted tribal objects collected on Kate’s travels. Red  

Yoda chair by Kenneth Cobonpue, Hermon & Hermon. Black and white painting  
and large work at right, both by Mitjili Napurrula. Framed photos by Angus 

O’Callaghan and Norman Lindsay, both Leonard Joel. Hallway runner, Ikea.  
The Society Inc. ‘Dampier Lantern’ pendant light, The Hub General Store.  >

“IT’S ABOUT HAVING THE CONFIDENCE 
TO DO SOMETHING A LITTLE CRAZY.  

I LOVE THE IRREVERENCE OF IT ALL.” 
Kate Cowen, homeowner 
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The joinery wall in the living room, designed by Bower Architecture and built by  
LBA Construction, provides Kate with a huge volume of storage. “It’s the most elegant, 
seamless, unobtrusive cabinetry I’ve seen,” she says. Dysfunctional Camouflage sculpture 
by Troy Emery, Gould Galleries. Baby Doll painting by Bagus Rai, Kazari+Ziguzagu. 
Linen sofa and vintage kettle drum bought at auction. The Society Inc ‘Dampier Lantern’ 
pendant light, The Hub General Store. Tribal horse sculpture bought at Camberwell 
Sunday Market. African blue beaded chair, Leonard Joel. Rug, Loom Rugs. 

The adjacent dining/sitting area connects to a larger 
living room featuring a multi-purpose joinery wall with 
a sliding ladder. “The joinery wall accommodates a TV 
and a desk, both of which can be concealed – perfect when 
Kate wants a calm space or is entertaining,” says Anna.

Downstairs, the previously dark, vast volume has been 
converted into three bedrooms, including one room that 
doubles as a sitting room. In addition to Kate’s ensuite, 
there is a new bathroom featuring emerald zellige tiles 
and a hammam-style bath for her daughters. 

To protect the architectural integrity of the building 
and to maximise light, Anna and her team came up with 
an innovative solution for the new walls downstairs. 
“None of the walls are solid to the ceiling,” says Anna. “At 
the top of each one we’ve created metre-high, steel-framed 
highlight windows. This allowed us to keep features like 
the ceiling roses and cornices, while bringing light into 
all the spaces.” There is also an entire wall of glass – with 
curtains for privacy – framing the sitting room. 

Kate has furnished her new home with mostly existing 
pieces. Many of her prized furnishings are secondhand 
treasures. A pair of chartreuse-coloured armchairs was 
bought at a market for $50 each – originally upholstered 
in red and black vinyl – and re-covered, while a previously 
beige sofa has been reupholstered in emerald velvet. “I’m 
grey and beige allergic,” says Kate. A favourite wooden 
horse sculpture is a market find, as was the patchwork 
blanket of vintage fabrics on her bed. And a sofa in her 
bedroom was rescued from the nature strip. As a keen 
sewer and fabric lover, Kate has also added her own 
home-spun touches: many of the cushions are hand-sewn 
from textiles collected in India.

Throughout the home, white walls (Dulux Natural 
White) provide a backdrop for Kate’s amazing gallery of 
works, including her beloved collection of paintings by 
indigenous artists. Wherever the eye lands there is an 
exquisite detail to explore, whether it’s an architectural 
feature or a tableau of quirky objects. “I walk in the door 
with a sense of wonder and awe,” says Kate. “It all works 
aesthetically, functionally and emotionally.”  > 
Bower Architecture & Interiors, Richmond, Victoria; 
(03) 9344 1384 or bowerarchitecture.com.au.



A glass wall into the sitting room 
ensures the flow of natural light. All the 
walls downstairs are separated from 
the ornate ceilings by fine steel-framed 
windows, to protect the original 
features. A linen cupboard has been 
tucked under the stairs. Leather and 
chrome chaise, Momu. Painting of 
Ganesha bought in India. Jute-look 
wool carpet, Don Currie Carpets. >
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Kate’s daughters’ bathroom 
features green zellige tiles from 
Eco Outdoor. Japanese fishing 

boat flag (on wall).  >
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TOP LEFT Kate’s bedroom is filled with personal treasures. Chinese red lacquer bedside tables, Asian Tide. Vintage rug, market find. Photographic 
artwork by Karla Dickens. Vintage poster in ensuite. TOP RIGHT & BOTTOM LEFT Kate’s daughters’ bathroom includes a Hammam-style sunken 

bath/shower tucked under the stairs. Turquoise zellige tiles, Eco Outdoor. Mirror and cabinets, Motto. BOTTOM RIGHT The powder room walls are 
painted Dulux Dairy Made. Shell mirror, Leonard Joel. Vanity and tap, both Reece. Mirka Mora artwork (opera prop), Kate’s family heirloom. >
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“Like me, Nina likes to scavenge at markets,” says Kate of her daughter’s bedroom. Vintage chair reupholstered in teal 
fabric by Mokum. Nina’s collection of artworks and objects from op shops and markets. Batik cushions made by Kate.  >

“ IT WAS CLEAR TO ME FROM THE BEGINNING THAT 
THE ORIGINAL BUILDING HAD SUPREMACY – IT 
DEMANDED RESPECT, IT NEEDED TO FEEL TIMELESS.” 
Kate, homeowner
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YOUR FIRST (ADULT) HOME? I have lived up and down 
the east coast of Australia, and in Israel, Toronto, Oxford and 
Auckland. My first truly adult home was a double-fronted 
Victorian in Elsternwick (Melbourne) – wide hallways, polished 
timber floors, high ceilings, fireplaces and filled with lots of colour.
DREAM TRAVEL DESTINATION? Morocco. I’ve done  
a bit of travelling but never had the nerve to tackle Morocco alone. 
I also want to get back to Israel. Everyone I know raves about the 
vibrancy of Tel Aviv. Oh, and a month in Italy would be fabulous.
DREAM RESTAURANT TABLE? The best food I ever ate 
was in Vietnam. I don’t recall any particular restaurant. Every meal 
was great. An explosion of fragrant, fresh, utter deliciousness.
DREAM CAR? I enjoy my current one – a Mini Cooper (7). I’ll 
stay with Minis. The next one will be a hybrid or electric. 
FAVOURITE DOWNTIME PURSUIT? I’m a word game 
nerd. Scrabble and more recently Wordle. I love a daily crossword 
with my 96-year-old mother. I also love trawling through markets, 
auction houses and op shops, and cooking for friends.
FAVOURITE ARTISTS? I love photography at the moment 
and have works by Linda Wachtel, Dianna Wells, Les Williamson 
and Darren Siwes. I’d love an image by Christian Thompson and 
Gerwyn Davies’ image Hedge. I’d also like to collect Aboriginal 
totems, including some by the Yolngu artists in Arnhem Land.
DESIGN AND ARCHITECTURAL INSPIRATIONS? 
Australia’s modernist architects and designers – Robin Boyd, Roy 

Grounds, Harry Seidler, Grant and Mary Featherston, and 
Clement Meadmore. And Allan Powell’s design for Victoria’s 
TarraWarra Museum of Art is stunning. I love Charles and Ray 
Eames (8) and Frank Gehry’s Guggenheim in Bilbao, Spain (6). 
WHAT ARE YOU CURRENTLY READING? Vegan 
cookbooks (2). My younger daughter has become vegan and 
I want to support her (and the planet). I like the challenge, too.
FAVOURITE FASHION LABELS? Most of my clothes are 
from markets, op shops and consignment stores. I love beautiful 
textiles and natural fibres. If I’m buying retail, I like Primness. And 
I always wear jewellery. My Frank Gehry watch is a favourite and 
some recent purchases are silver pieces from Ewa (3).
FAVOURITE SCENT? The smell of a newborn baby. I can’t 
wait to be a grandmother. Otherwise, the fresh smells of nature.  
For perfume, I like subtle scents – never sweet or too floral.
FAVOURITE VASE FILLER? Hands down, it’s waratahs. 
I love kangaroo paw (5) and bromeliads too.
A HOMEWARE YOU COVET? I’m pretty content with  
my lot. Perhaps a few lovely lamps (1). 
NEXT MAJOR PURCHASE? Art. A photo in a light box  
by Joseph McGlennon (Florilegium #10, 4). 
ITEMS YOU CAN’T LIVE WITHOUT? A round dining 
table: it’s welcoming, democratic and elastic. I’ve crammed up to 
12 around mine. A deep, squashy sofa and my cat, Otis. He’s been 
my companion through six lockdowns. I can’t part with him.  #

L I F E  &  S T Y L E
Kate Cowen shares some firsts and favourite things... 
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“I LOVE A ROUND 
DINING TABLE - IT’S 
WELCOMING AND 

DEMOCRATIC.”

2
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